SLIP RAMP DETAIL EGRESS FROM EXPRESS LANES

SLIP RAMP DETAIL EGRESS FROM EXPRESS LANES

NOT TO SCALE
SLIP RAMP DETAIL INGRESS TO EXPRESS LANES

- SHOULDER PAVEMENT
- 6' SHOULDER
- GUARDRAIL
- END MEDIAN BARRIER WALL
- GORE STRIPING PER INDEX 17345
- ATTENUATOR PER INDEX 430
- MEDIAN BARRIER WALL
- SHOULDER PAVEMENT
- 10' SHOULDER
- 10' SHOULDER
- MEDIAN BARRIER WALL
- 6' SHOULDER
- GORE STRIPING PER INDEX 17345
- MEDIAN BARRIER
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GENERAL USE LANES

BARIER WALL

TOLL GANTRY FOUNDATION

ITS POWER

TOLL EQUIPMENT BUILDING

ITS MUX BOX

CROSSWALK

ROLLARD (WHEN REQUIRED)

BARRIER WALL

LIMITS OF TOLLING PAVEMENT

LIMITS OF TOLLING PAVEMENT

EXPRESS LANES

2-1 MINIMUM TAPER

TYPICAL TOLL EQUIPMENT SITE BETWEEN ROADWAYS
TYPICAL EMERGENCY ACCESS GATE DETAILS

- EXPRESS LANES
- CONCRETE PAD 121'-0" X 4'-3" (THICKNESS VARIES)
- BARRIER WALL OPENING 120'-0"
- WALL ASSEMBLY
- STEEL BULKHEAD ASSEMBLY
- GATE ASSEMBLY
- BARRIER WALL OPENING 120'-0"
- WALL ASSEMBLY
- STEEL BULKHEAD ASSEMBLY
- 42'-0" GATE OPENING (WHEN OPEN)
- WALL ASSEMBLY
- GENERAL USE LANES
FINANCIAL PROJECT ID

MODEL:

SHEET SIZE:

PEN TABLE:

PLOT SCALE:

PARCEL ID: 12-24-28-9655-00-010

WEST WOOD CENTER AREA TAKING: 18,784 SF

EXIST I-4

I-4 WB TO CENTRAL FLORIDA PARKWAY

BARRIER WALL

PARCEL LINES

EXISTING R/W

PROPOSED LA R/W

POST OFFICE

AREA TAKING: 20,978 SF

PARCEL ID: 11-24-28-0000-00-013

AREA TAKING: 33,976 SF

PARCEL ID: 12-24-28-9655-00-021

MANUFACTURERS LIFE

AREA TAKING: 4,343 SF

PARCEL ID: 11-24-28-0000-00-009

I-4 EB GUL

IN SURANCE CO.

I-4 E B EXPRESS LANE

PARCEL ID: 12-24-28-9655-00-022

I-4 EB GUL TO SR 528 EB

TURKEY LAKE RD

ARE TAKING: 48,276 SF

PARCEL ID: 12-24-28-9655-00-021

I-4 EB EXPRESS LANE

PARCEL ID: 11-24-28-0000-00-013

I-4 W B E X P R E S S  L A N E

IN SURANCE CO.

I-4 WB EXPRESS LANE

PARCEL ID: 12-24-28-9655-00-022

I-4 EB GUL

ARE TAKING: 33,976 SF

PARCEL ID: 11-24-28-0000-00-009

I-4 EB EXPRESS LANE

PARCEL ID: 11-24-28-0000-00-013

I-4 WB EXPRESS LANE

BEGIN TURKEY LAKE RD

PARCEL ID: 11-24-28-0000-00-013
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